
Sc Science Scene
FORESTRY SUPPLIERS’

GEOLOGY ACTIVITY 1
HOW DO I DETERMINE WHAT KIND OF ROCK I HAVE?

OBJECTIVES:

Students will be able to:
■■ Identify crystals
■■ Identify clasts
■■ Identify crystalline texture

Through this activity students will 
understand that there are certain 
properties common within rock types 
that will help identify them. Solid 
background reference materials and 
examples are needed as you teach 
the concepts and execute successful 
identification strategies.

PROCEDURE:

Review of Igneous Rock Types
Igneous rocks form when molten 
rock (magma) from deep within 
the Earth solidifies. The chemical 
composition of the magma and 
its cooling rate determine the final 
igneous rock type.
Intrusive (Plutonic)
Intrusive igneous rocks are 
formed from magma that cools 
and solidifies deep beneath the 
Earth’s surface. The insulating effect 
of the surrounding rock allows 
the magna to solidify very slowly. 
Slow cooling means the individual 
mineral grains have a long time to 
grow, so they grow to a relatively 
large size. Intrusive rocks have a 
characteristically coarse grain size.
Extrusive (Volcanic)
Extrusive igneous rocks are 
formed from magma that cools 
and solidifies at or near the Earth’s 
surface. Exposure to the relatively 
cool temperature of the atmosphere 
or water make the erupted magma 
solidify very quickly. Rapid cooling 
means the individual mineral grains 

have only a short time to grow, so 
their final size is very tiny, or fine-
grained. Sometimes the magma is 
quenched so rapidly that individual 
minerals have no time to grow. This is 
how volcanic glass forms.

Review of Sedimentary Rock 
Types
Sedimentary rocks are formed 
from pre-existing rocks or pieces of 
once-living organisms. They form 
from deposits that accumulate on 
the Earth’s surface. Sedimentary 
rocks often have distinctive layering 
or bedding. Many of the picturesque 
views of the desert southwest show 
mesas and arches made of layered 
sedimentary rock.
Clastic sedimentary rocks are made 
up of pieces (clasts) of pre-existing 
rocks. Pieces of rock are loosened by 
weathering, then transported to some 
basin or depression where sediment 
is trapped. If the sediment is buried 
deeply, it becomes compacted and 
cemented, forming sedimentary 
rock. Clastic sedimentary rocks may 
have particles ranging in size from 
microscopic clay to huge boulders. 
Their names are based on their grain 
size.
Chemical sedimentary rocks are 
formed by chemical precipitation. 
This process begins when water, 
traveling through rock, dissolves 
some of the minerals carrying them 
away from their source. Eventually 
these minerals are re-deposited 
when the water evaporates or when 
the rock becomes over-saturated.
Biologic sedimentary rocks are 
formed from the remains of dead 
organisms. They may accumulate 
from carbon-rich plant material or 
from deposits of animal shells.

Review of Metamorphic Rock 
Types
Metamorphic rocks are rocks that 
have been substantially changed 
from their original igneous, 
sedimentary, or earlier metamorphic 
form when rocks are subjected to 
high heat, high pressure, hot mineral-
rich fluids, or a combination of these 
factors.
Foliated metamorphic rocks are 
formed when pressure squeezes 
the flat or elongate minerals within a 
rock so they become aligned. These 
rocks develop a platy or sheet-like 
structure that reflects the direction 
that pressure was applied.
Non-foliated metamorphic rocks 
do not have a platy or sheet-like 
structure. There are several ways that 
non-foliated rocks can be produced. 
Some rocks, such as limestone, are 
made of minerals that are not flat 
or elongate – no matter how much 
pressure is applied, the grains will not 
align.
Another type of metamorphism, 
Contact Metamorphism, occurs 
when hot igneous rock intrudes into 
some pre-existing rock. The pre-
existing rock is essentially baked 
by the heat, changing the mineral 
structure of the rock without addition 
of pressure.

Identification by Elimination
There are exceptions to every rule of 
identification. Using a dichotomous 
key flow chart serves as a decision 
tree to assist in eliminating those 
exceptions. Students can determine 
the identity of a rock by elimination 
based on characteristics that the 
specimen does not possess.

MATERIALS

■■ Igneous, Sedimentary, and 
Metamorphic Rock Samples or 
a classroom Rock and Mineral 
Identification Chart

■■ Dichotomous Key Flow Chart
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SEDIMENTARY

DECISION: 
What is the Texture?

DECISION: 
What is the Clast Shape:

Clastic 
(lots of grains)

Angular:  
Breccia

Rounded: 
Conglomerate

Pebble: 
Various sizes

Sand:  
Sandstone

Silt:  
Siltstone

Clay:  
Shale

DECISION: 
What is the Composition?

Crystalline 
(precipitated from water)

Halite:  
Rock Salt

Gypsum:  
Rock Gypsum

Dolomite: 
Dolostone

DECISION: 
What is the Composition?

Bioclastic 
(bits of organic material)

Calcite:  
Limestone

Carbon:  
Coal

METAMORPHIC:

DECISION: 
What is the Texture?

DECISION: 
What is the Mineral Alignment?

Foliated: 
Crystals cooled quickly and 
probably formed extrusively

Fine:  
Shale

Fine-Medium/
Shiny Microscopic 

Mica: Phyllite 

Fine-Medium/
Platy Mica 

Crystals: Schist

Medium-Coarse 
Banding:  
Granite

DECISION: 
What is the Composition?

Carbon:  
Anthracite

Various:  
Hornfels

Calcite:  
Marble

Quartz:  
Quartzite

Pebbles: 
Metaconglomerate 

Non-Foliated:: 
Crystals cooled slowly and 
probably formed intrusively

IGNEOUS 

DECISION: 
What is the Color?

Dark: 
Usually dense mafic rock (rich 

in iron and magnesium)

Light: 
Usually less dense felsic rock 
(rich in silica and aluminum)

DECISION: 
What is the Texture?

Fine: 
Crystals cooled quickly and 
probably formed extrusively

Coarse: 
Crystals cooled slowly and 
probably formed intrusively

TEXTURE REFERENCE

Felsic 
(Light Color) Intermediate Mafil 

(Dark Color) Ultramafic

TE
X

TU
R

E

Coarse Granite Diorite Gabbro Peridotite

Fine Thyolite Andesite Basalt

Vesicular Pumice Scoria

Glassy Obsidian

Minerals Present

Quartz NA-CA Plag CA Plag Pyroxene

K-Feldspar Amphibole Pyroxene Olivine

NA-Plag

DECISION: 
Use the Table to cross 

reference color and texture.

DECISION 1: 
Look at the rock. Does it have crystals, grains or 

crystals that are fused together (cannot determine  
where one crystal ends and the next begins.)

DECISION 2: 
What is the composition?

Single MineralMultiple Minerals

Crystals Crystalline Granular

Go to IGNEOUS
Go to SEDIMENTARY


